FRATERNITIES INITIATE 170 AT TERM'S END

Phi Delta Theta Leads With 21; Sigma Chi Follows Next With 15

For the past three weeks, as compiled by a recent visit to all Tech fraternities, it is estimated that over one hundred and seventy pledges during the last seven days. The complete list has initiated one hundred and ninety fraternities report-up to a recent visit to all Tech fraternities. The following list was compiled in the Technique as soon as they are reported.

Name       Number
Zeta Tau Omega    John Barnt
Phi Kappa Psi     Bob Perkiss
Harland Munson     David Hamilton
Albert Stanton    Charlie Goodman
Paul Withrow     Joe King
Goodman Herriman Joe Trible
Charles Wheeler
Beta Theta Pi    Bill Smith
Verna Johnson     Frank Leop
Ron Raines          Bob Stonts
Ed Via     Wallie Reyses
Mac Martin        Bill Strood
Paul Wadsworth Joe King
Wallie Johnson     Verne Johnson
John Walter       John Wear
Ed Raines         Don Raines
Wallie Sonyers     Ed Pier
Bob Strood        John Wear
Pat Finley        John Wear
Pat Finley        John Wear

GLEE SINGERS GIVE CONCERT MARCH 13th

Dr. Potter Directs Student Ensemble
Focal Appearance

Georgia Tech's Glee Singers will give a concert in Marable Hall, First Baptist Church Sunday, March 13th, at Five o'clock, in conjunction with an Organ Recital given by Dr. Ben J. Potter. This will be the first formal public appearance of the Singers this season.

Dr. Potter, widely known through the South as an Organist and as Professor of Music at Brenau College has given the club something new in the way of musical instruction, putting much more emphasis on interpretative work than has been done in the past. The club has had the advantage of being able to work under the advice of that well-known style expert, Mr. Hug-Ebordur Mr. Burdine. Mr. Potter will choose all numbers throughout the concert opening, and will redesign the presentation of the works:

Roupaull's Glee and the Glee Society will have a new one for your private book of collegeians:

DENVER COLLEGE—(A.R.C.)—Here's a new one for your private book of collegeians:

DENVER COLLEGE—(A.R.C.)—Here's a new one for your private book of collegeians:

No CHAPERONES IS PROPER ETIQUETTE

Scientist will meet Wednesday, young noblemen pass over the course. It is necessary that all students attend.

Dr. Potter, in charge of the staff being compensated. The staff will be made

Telephone Casanovas Irate Frat Brothers With Idle Conversation

All you drug store cowboys, bartenders, tea drinkers, cocktail sippers, paper publishers, college grade salesmen and fans of every kind and description to look you up at the A. E.聚会, causing the queer flutterings in the phone wire before I did.

The other events will probably be

The Gaels will meet The Fencers, Georgia Tech's Society of Philhellenes, and the Briaerean Society is among the outstanding organizations on the campus, and is active in promoting various activities among students in the Co-operative department. Among these activities is a formal dance given each year in the spring.

The Georgia Tech Chapter of Phi Eta Sigma has decided to keep abreast of the times. With this issue comes the new technical magazine which will be given to all students free of charge, and the prizes or certificates will be

CORDOVA—(A.R.C.)—Here's a new one for your private book of collegeians:

Scientist will meet Wednesday, young noblemen pass over the course. It is necessary that all students attend.

Dr. Potter, in charge of the staff being compensated. The staff will be made

Telephone Casanovas Irate Frat Brothers With Idle Conversation

All you drug store cowboys, bartenders, tea drinkers, cocktail sippers, paper publishers, college grade salesmen and fans of every kind and description to look you up at the A. E.聚会, causing the queer flutterings in the phone wire before I did.

The other events will probably be

The Gaels will meet The Fencers, Georgia Tech's Society of Philhellenes, and the Briaerean Society is among the outstanding organizations on the campus, and is active in promoting various activities among students in the Co-operative department. Among these activities is a formal dance given each year in the spring.

The dance for this year will be held at Forsythe Gardens on March 18.

Co-op Club Elects Williams President Of First Section

At a recent meeting of the Student Council it was voted for the Council to pay half the expense of this free edition and the school to pay the other half.

There will be a different set-up in the staff of this new publication, each member of the staff being compensated for their work in the amount of work done. The staff will be made up of students who can do at least 2.5 or better, the editor and business manager must have averages of 1.5 or better.

There will be no editor and business manager elected for the first issue, all work being under the supervision of the President and the business manager. The editor and business manager for next year will be chosen by this committee on the basis of work done on this issue, as any one interested in the publication see Prof. Narme at once.

The election of officers for the forthcoming year was held at a recent meeting of the Briaerean Society, an honorary organization for Co-op students. Those elected were as follows:

President, F. E. Osborne; Vice-President, W. F. Hunter; Treasurer, T. E. Everett; Secretary, H. A. Dunham. They will succeed, respectively, W. E. Chandler, I. H. Mann, R. E. Rayle, and W. F. Hunter, the retiring officers.

The Briaerean Society is among the outstanding organizations on the campus, and is active in promoting various activities among students in the Co-operative department.

The track stars retire at 2:30 o'clock, and if the returns are as good for the*
Thanks, Basketeers!

A MEMBERS of the Techs staff wish to take this opportu-
nity to thank on behalf of the student body Ed Jones.

Bo Johnston, Bill Jordan, Fletcher Sims, and the rest of the
basketball squad, and the baseball team, are especially
the four seniors who have established the best three-
year record in the history of Tech that we wish to praise. 
They never quit. They played the
hardest when the future was darkest; won the praise of the sports
world. We are proud of them.

But the finest fellow we ever knew.

An elderly Havrewo rea but to a
rejuvenation. His presence will make
you realize that you have made

"Yes," was the reply, "but it will
cost you $10,000.

No, for $200 costs—I'll take the
operation.

His friends rejuvenation wizard called for his
name.

"You can't collect," said the patient.
"I've already paid for it, and they say I ain't
I'll sue for fraud."

Sand is put up in placers in order to

FRATERNITY HIGHLIGHTS

Highlights of this week's social ac-

tivities will be P. K. A. 's annual for-
nal dances which take place tonight at
the Shrine Mosque. Proceedings
will commence at ten o'clock and con-
tinue until two, at which time the Pi
K. A. 's ladies and their men will arise to
a very promising breakfast at the
Confederate hotel.

A crowd of Tech's most
beautiful, plus a multitude of Tech's
co-eds who have been invited and a "jam
up" good time should be forthcoming.

Pi K. A. 's have a guest hand in the
formal with their fraternal rubric, Helen
Randall takes the position with
Chief Knight Townsend (Good women)

Helen.John

Arms. Brenda resesus the attend-
ance with Chief Knight Townsend
(Good women). Helen A. Fer

an annual picnic at Marietta a couple of
weeks ago. There has been a lot of
discussion about the picnic, but no one
seems to be able to recall what hap-
pened there. The only thing that is
known is that the picnic was held and
was a success.
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"The college man is a living par-
toxin. Most people cannot understand
him and those who do, come to their
conclusions by intimate experience.
Christie talks of the future but worship the
past. He is liberal in his conversation
but conservative in his action. He is
radical in his opinions on politics, but
asserts that any points of the class off-

er his friend demands freedom of thought,
but defends with all his strength the
traditions of his institution. . . . He

defends democracy and yet supports
the most rigid caste system caste system.
He demands that his university main-
tains the highest athletic standards and

"Booby" Bishop, another SPE. He had

beats the other boys. The other boys

Ain't Enough rock house. Smith and

"Nefer mind vot it costs—
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ART OF PREPARING TO STUDY

By L. G. Culp and J. C. Jacobs

Before we can deal with the Art of Preparing to Study we must first know just what studying is, and then we can see why there is an art to the preparation of this study.

Studying as I see it, is an operation of the brain and the brain can be likened to a sponge. Those that are familiar with a sponge know that before a sponge can soak up any water, it is necessary to squeeze it and expand all that was formally in it, then, by relaxing it, it will absorb a certain amount of water that is in contact with it. The amount depends on how well it was squeezed and how good a sponge it is. The same is true of the brain, before it will absorb any knowledge it must be in a receptive condition to receive the knowledge that is being exposed to it. The art of preparing to study deals with the process of preparing the brain, or bringing it into a receptive mood so that it will absorb knowledge.

It is a generally conceded fact that students do sometimes study, that I think is merely to keep on the rolls of knowledge. In the actual discussion of this process we must first realize that students do study and this process they go thru in the preparation of the brain, before it will absorb any knowledge. We must consider ourselves with.

In the actual discussion of this process I think the best method of procedure is to go thru the preparation of the brain in the study of what is what we will concern ourselves with.

The third type is the most characteristic of all students in college. He studied the feminine element, in fact, he misses all that is of any worth to a student. But that is not the point. The point is, can he shift his mind from eating and table conversation to book learning in that short interval from the dinner table to his study table? I am inclined to believe that this is running the matter and one should approach it more diligently. This brings to our mind a second type.

This boy is the kind, who after dinner, sits down in an easy chair to smoke his cigarette and have a nice chat with his friends before he attempts to indulge in any form of study. But when the time comes to shift his mind from eating and table conversation to book learning in that short interval from the dinner table to his study table? I am inclined to believe that this is running the matter and one should approach it more diligently. This brings to our mind a second type.

The Bell Telephone System

Through a Special Arrangement with the Factory, the Atlanta Office is offering 250 DISCONTINUED BALFOUR RINGS

Originally Priced $3.50 to $11.50

To Fraternity Men at the Special Price of $2.50

Balfour Fraternity Jewelry Affiliated with E. B. Durham Jewelry Co.

14 Walton Street — WA. 7461

GOODWILL OFFER

For the first time in your lifetime.

You can now purchase your favorite collegiate rings at the Special Price of $2.50.

There is a special offer available for Balfour Fraternity Jewelry patrons.

We have a variety of Greek Fraternity rings to choose from.

By MAX HODGE, '39,
Michigan Gargoyle
Tech Wins S.E.C. Tournament

Football Squad Cut As Spring Practice Progresses Rapidly

The Spring Football squad was cut Monday. The men who were retained are those to which the team will be built mainly around next fall.

Last Saturday the squad was divided into two teams and a game was played. The Varsity squad was defeated by the green team after a three-hour battle by the score of 15-6.

Outstanding in the game were J. L. Brooks, Gay Thrash, and Jack Hill. Brooks made several beautiful passes during the afternoon; one of which was to Thrash who ran forty yards to score.

The big problem which still prevails is the development of new backfield men. Among the outstanding prospects are Hitt, Bartlett, and Brooks.

The new shift, which the squad has taken up this spring practice, has begun to look less ragged as it gives to a team more polished look. The new shift was brought into use so as to allow the ends and halves to better position themselves upon their opponents.

The men who were retained of spring practice and who will be vital back early next fall for practice are:

Beard
Chadwick
Brook, J.
Hitt
Robin
Hill
Luker
Wood
Throckmorton
Kelly, B.
Burroughs
Ectoi
Wheby
Bolton
Allen
Aderhold
Carhill
Beard
Buchanan
Gibson
Anderson
Sedey
Ison
Hitt
Shaw
Cunningham
Taylor
Reed
McKinney
Stewart
Dickson
Sims

Varsity Supremacy Attacked By Frosh

This coming Saturday the Varsity and Freshmen track teams will stage a meet at Grant Field at 2:00, which should prove to some doubling Frosh men that the varsity still remains supreme. The only event in which the varsity should be worried any at all is the mile relay, in which as it may seem to the upper classrooms, the freshman are due to win. On March 19, the date of the faculty football game, during the half, there will be a special mile relay between the Varsity and the Freshmen. Following this there will be a match race between Captain Aldridge and Small. As added interest there will be a special 100 yard dash between the best sprinters at Georgia Tech. They will be James, Bulcher, Parks, Huntsman, Stead, Venable, and Evert.

Four Jackets Given Places On S.E.C. Championship Team

Coaches, officials, and sports writers met last Saturday at Baton Rouge to pick one man from each team which enliven the finals, and three men from other S. E. C. teams to represent the all S. E. C. basketball quintet. Those picked were:

Forward—Ronnie Graham (Miss.)
Forward—Bill Jordan (Tech)
Center—Dietrich Noyland (Tulane)
Guard—Conly Hathorne (L.S.U.)
Guard—Bill Opper (Kentucky)

The second team chosen was made up of:

Joe Hagen, Kentucky; Wilson Putnam, Tennessee, at forwards; Bo Johnston, Tech, center, and Junior Anderson, Tech, and Fletcher Sims, Tech, at guards.

Jacket Basketeers Outclass Rebels To Win S.E.C. Tourney

Last Friday evening both Mississippi State and Georgia Tech were confident of winning the S. E. C. basketball championship. Both of them had clearly outclassed their opponents. The Rebels won from L. S. U. by the score of 66 to 40, while the engineers won over Tulane by the score of 44 to 29.

When Saturday's game was over Georgia Tech had won over Mississippi and had conquered its first S.E.C. basketball championship.
placing one man on the all-conference Conference Basketball Championship, in the final game? informed group of athletic critics over­ rather unhappy. How could any well-sports writer a swell story, but there first team and three on the second sports writer a swell story, but there. Small has apparently dropped consistent men who refuse to allow the small. Small has apparently dropped out of competition, but others remain to barry the favorites. As yet, the final outcome both for team and in­consistent. Ob­servers have declared that Sigma Chi is the most probable victor for the group awards. Despite the fact that many teams did not make their appearances, some fine scores were made by those partici­pants. The scores were as follows: Phi Kappa Tau.... 507 455 548 Sigma Phi Epsilon.... 519 514 567 Delta Tau Delta.... 472 462 496 Phi Sigma Kappa.... Forfeit Phi Kappa Sigma.... 500 453 481 Phi Lab Phi.... 429 496 465 Sigma Chi.... 461 490 469 Tau Epsilon Phi.... Forfeit Chi Phi.... 476 405 467 Beta Theta Pi.... 401 458 472 Kappa Alpha.... 462 465 464 Kappa Sigma.... Forfeit The next week-end Vandaliball suffered defeat 69-26. The Tech offense was superb and they ran up the score at will. In their first game on foreign soil the Jackets defeated Mercer's Bears 46-34 to dedicate the new Mercer Gymnasium. The following night Alabama lost defeat by the score of 59-22. The next game of the season saw the Jackets defeat Auburn by the score of 37-22 and 45-35 respectively. The closest game of the season saw the Jackets defeating Alabama. John Clark With Jean Parker and Leo Carrillo with Joel McRea and Frances Dee with Paul Muni with Wheeler and Woolsey "THE BARRIER" "THE SHELL STATION" "SNOw WHITE AND THE SEVEN Dwarfs" "RADIO CITY REVUE" "THE GEORGIA" "SCANDAL STREET" "Walt Disney's "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" "开始" "Radio City Revue" "the Georgia Exclusive Showing" "Walt Disney's "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" "The Georgia Exclusive Showing" "Radio City Revue" "The Georgia Exclusive Showing" "Walt Disney's "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" "beginning March 11th for an unlimited engagement" "Starting Monday-Tuesday "Walt Disney's "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" "Walt Disney's "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" "Beginning March 11th for an unlimited engagement" "Suits styled with the Three-Button Coat" "This three-button coat model is for a big season! There's an easy-fitting, casual comfort to the drape style that's an ideal "Suits styled with the Three-Button Coat" "This three-button coat model is for a big season! There's an easy-fitting, casual comfort to the drape style that's an ideal "Suits styled with the Three-Button Coat" "This three-button coat model is for a big season! There's an easy-fitting, casual comfort to the drape style that's an ideal "Suits styled with the Three-Button Coat" "This three-button coat model is for a big season! There's an easy-fitting, casual comfort to the drape style that's an ideal "Suits styled with the Three-Button Coat" "This three-button coat model is for a big season! There's an easy-fitting, casual comfort to the drape style that's an ideal "Suits styled with the Three-Button Coat" "This three-button coat model is for a big season! There's an easy-fitting, casual comfort to the drape style that's an ideal..."
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Tech’s Basketeers Wind Up Season

(Continued from Page 5)

score of 43-42. It was necessary to play an extra period to decide the game.

With such a period Coach Mundorff and his boys took to the road and again defeated Vandy. The score this time was 59-25. The next night Florida beat 46-34.

On the following week-end Tech had a close call in Athens winning 26-27. It was the best game the Bulldogs played all year, but the Jackets were off their usual games.

It is difficult to name the outstanding player this year. The four seniors, Bill Jordan, "Bo" Johnston, Fletcher Stone, and Ed Jones ended their careers with brilliant performances. The others, "Bad" Anderson, George Smith, and Joe Eldon, too, had their share in the glorious season.

Art of Preparation Needed at Tech

(Continued from Page 5)
in the room the struggle begins. He sits down at his desk, noticing a magazine he picks it up and thumbs thru it to see if he has missed one of the stories. Finding he has read them all he throws it down with much disgust and looks up to find a text book. He happens to think that Benny Goodman is on the air so he rushes over to the radio and turns it on. After tuning it to all four stations on the dial he decides that it must be the wrong night for Benny Goodman so he contents himself with records over WATL. He then lights his pipe, removes his shoes, and puts on his lounging robe and sits down at his study table. He looks thru his book to find the assignment, and glances at the calendar to check himself and finds to his horror that it is Friday night, the night of the big dance at the garden. He jumps up, issues an oath, dresses and is off to the dance for the rest of the evening, putting off all further study.

To sum up the three types and draw our conclusion we find; that in the first case, the boy is abnormal, he is found perhaps one in a million, but he has some grave mental maladjustment which will eliminate him from our discussion. The third case, which I said before is most common to all college students, had no intention of studying when he went up to his room so he will be thrown out of the discussion. Which leaves us with only the second case that can be considered.

And here we find that before the actual studying begins the mind is in such an awful turmoil that it is impossible to do proper concentration. That leaves us with only one alternative, that is to forget about preparing to study.

Spring Practice Ends With Football Game

(Continued from Page 1)

awarded. These are some of the awards that the winners will receive; and the merchants who donated them: Tech Shop—1 sleeveless sweater. DeFord & Austin—1 tie (your pick) Muses—1 shirt Parks-Chambers—1 belt Zachry—2 shirts Camp & Eason—2 pair socks possible to do proper concentration. That leaves us with only one alternative, that is to forget about preparing to study.

With you every Friday... with Chesterfields all the time

THE WISEST $1 YOU EVER SPENT

Frank MEDICO

has only Pur'd filter containing moisture-proof Cellophane exterior and 66 Baffle absorbent mesh screen interior, resulting in greatest scientific pipe smoking invention ever known. Keeps juices in filter, out of mouth.

$1

DON'T FAIL
To see the New Sleeveless Sweaters
at $1.15
Which We Are Showing in All Wool
Both Brushed and Ravel Thread
Every New Color

The Tech Shop, Inc.
49 North Avenue, N.W.